Apollo Hospitals in partnership with IBM Watson Health is now offering AI-enabled Watson for Oncology.

Watson for Oncology helps your oncologist personalize your treatment plan based on expertise from leading U.S. oncologists.

To know more, ask your oncologist about Watson for Oncology.
Bringing Confidence to Your Cancer Treatment Plan with AI-enabled Technology

Ask your doctor about how Watson for Oncology can help personalize your cancer care.

You learn that you have cancer

1. You visit Apollo Hospitals to see a doctor and explore treatment options.
2. The doctor explains a tool he/she can use to learn more about your cancer and potential ways to treat it. It’s called Watson for Oncology.
3. Watson for Oncology reads through important information from medical text books, cancer research and experts from the US and around the world.
4. Watson for Oncology combines this knowledge with your health information.
5. It creates a report for your doctor to help him/her evaluate the best treatment options.
6. Your doctor uses this advice to create a treatment plan for your disease.
7. You discuss the plan together.
8. You begin treatment with confidence in your decision.

Your Cancer Diagnosis
No matter where you live, a cancer diagnosis can be very scary. It often brings up questions such as:

- What should I do now?
- What medicine should I take?
- Is the medicine right for me?
- How do I get the best care?

You aren’t alone in these questions, people ask them every day. Watson for Oncology is designed to help you and your doctor feel more confident in your cancer treatment decisions.

What is Watson for Oncology?
Watson for Oncology is an AI-enabled technology that gives cancer doctors more information through insights from top doctors in the US and the latest data from top medical literature.

How will your doctor use Watson for Oncology?
With Watson, your doctor will access information about cancers and cancer care from all over the world to help in deciding your treatment plan.

Trained by US cancer care experts, Watson for Oncology gives your doctor information about treatment options based on the advice from many textbooks, journals and treatments. So together you can create the treatment plan that works best for you.

Features of Watson for Oncology:
- Brings Information from leading U.S. oncologists to you and your care team
- Reads a vast body of medical literature in seconds
- Ranks your treatment options based on expert training from Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
- Provides evidence that your doctor can consider when developing your treatment plan

You visit Apollo Hospitals to see a doctor and explore treatment options.

The doctor explains a tool he/she can use to learn more about your cancer and potential ways to treat it. It’s called Watson for Oncology.

Watson for Oncology reads through important information from medical text books, cancer research and experts from the US and around the world.

Watson for Oncology combines this knowledge with your health information.